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Hello again! Time is quickly flying by. . . the Miniature Train Convention is now over. And
what an event it was. Again, thank you to John & Judy Woods and your crew for a tremendous
job. There are still plenty of events taking place this year, including the Reedley Railfest in near
Fresno October 13 and 14, 2007. Elsewhere I have a list of events that are happening this month.
Be sure to check them out.
Regards,

BUILDING CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE STANDS

H

By Rick White

ow do you work on your
ride-on railroad cars and
locomotives at home? I
used to use hydraulic lifts from
Harbor Freight, but the cars outgrew the size of the lift. Most live
steamers build car and locomotive
stands. Most stands that I have seen
are built of steel, but I have one of
wood plus some steel ones. Each or locomotive on the wood car
stand because I built the top from
has its advantages.
plywood. I have to tip the car over
on my wood stand to work on the
WOOD CAR STAND
bottom, but that is an advantage
Wood is lighter weight and, for once the car is over on its side
wood workers, easy to build. But, I because I am working standing up.
cannot get to the bottom of the car
HOW TO BUILD A
WOOD CAR STAND
Start with a design first. I
have no drawings, only photos. The
top is plywood, so no photo of the
top.
I wanted a particular height,
length (I have 8 foot long cars, and
the car above is 90 inches long),
and width (I have 20 inch wide
cars). The height was set to match
the steel car stands, and that was set
to match the pickup truck after my
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loco is loaded. The loco is
always loaded first and
unloaded last, so the height
of the empty pickup is not
the deciding factor for a car
stand. The width was set by
the car width and my desire
to have the car stand hold a
car tipped on its side. The car
above had air brakes added while
on this table. Later I used it just as
a car stand. With the 30 inch width
there is also room for tools on the
work surface when the car is tipped
over.
Frame for the plywood is
like a stud wall. Two by four studs
eight feet long with cross pieces
every 16 inches. I used three inch
long decking screws, but you can
use nails to hold this stud wall
frame together. I used 1 and 5/8
inch long deck screws to hold the
plywood to the stud wall frame.
The legs are two by six lumber because the bottom piece that
holds the casters needs to be a two
by six and not a two by four. If you
choose smaller casters, you could
use two by four legs. My grinding
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table uses two by four legs with a
two by four cross piece that hold
three inch casters well. But this
table will hold my 300 pound cars,
so I used six inch casters. I could
have used steel casters that are five
inch diameter and two inches wide
on the concrete of my barn floor.
The length of the legs
MUST be all the same. This is the
only key to making a flat and level
table. The legs are screwed to the
stud wall and butt against the plywood. The bottom cross piece is a
two by six and has holes drilled in
it to hold the casters. The bottom
cross piece sticks out each side by 1
inch to have room for the bolts.
The angled braces are two
by four lumber and are only on one
side. The other side is not as stiff
but is good enough. If you use
smaller casters that do not roll as
well, you can add angled braces on
both sides to prevent flexing of the
joints, which can break the joints.
All joints are screwed together with
three inch deck screws. The casters
are held on with 2.5 inch long 3/8
inch bolts. There are washers and
lock washers on the wood side of
the bolts. I buy bolts in bulk, by the
weight, at Tractor Supply.
Along the top of the plywood is a piece of plywood 6.8
inch wide by 8 ft long that holds the
car by going between the flanges on
the trucks. I screwed a piece of rail
across one end of the car stand to
act as a truck stop. After the car is
loaded, I put another piece of rail
across the car stand on the other

side of the truck. That keeps
my flat car in place when I
push the car stand around the
shop.
When I roll a flat car
onto the car stand I use a steel
plate. I screw the steel plate to
the car stand so it will not slip
off. I need a better system
than this, but this one works.
On my steel car stands, I do
have a better system.
Note one design element. The weight of the car is
on the plywood. The plywood
is on top of the legs. The legs
are on top of the cross pieces.
The cross pieces are on top of
the casters. The weight of the
car on top is held by the wood,
not by the screws. I use this
design element in my steel car
stands, where the weight is not held
by a weld anywhere.
Another design element. I
do not glue anything. With the
screws in place, I can take apart the
wood car stand anytime. I did glue
together my grinder table, only to
have to pull the bottom part apart to
shorten the legs when I added casters. Wood has this advantage over
steel, easy to build so it can be
taken apart later.

of the car from end to end when it
sits on the steel 10 foot long stand.
Design, well no drawings,
so lets look at some photos. The car
stand is in the foreground and my
locomotive stand is behind it with a
flat car on it. These photos are
from January, 2005
Now (in the photo below)
why is this a car stand and the one
in the rear a locomotive stand?
Because I built the locomotive
stand with a base 39 inches wide to

STEEL CAR STANDS
I choose a ten foot
car stand. Steel comes in
twenty foot pieces, so cutting one piece in half uses
the material well. Of course,
my wood stand was only
eight feet long because the
plywood and studs were
only eight feet long. My
longest car is 100 inches
and fits between the legs so
I can look up at the bottom
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give it better support side to side. A
locomotive weighs more than a car,
so I felt that it should be wider to be
more stable. My loco weighs 1405
pounds, so I am happy to have the
wider stand. My flat cars weigh 300
pounds and the 27 inch wide cross
pieces are rock solid with this
weight or even with one on top and
one below.
Why 27 and 39 inches?
Because you can cut one 20 foot
length of 4 inch channel into six 27
inch pieces and two 39 inch pieces
and have enough cross pieces for
both a car stand and a locomotive
stand. With 27 inch long cross
pieces a 21 inch wide flat car will
fit on the bottom so that one car
stand can hold two cars. For standard gauge cars, you might think of
building a narrower car stand, perhaps 23 inch long cross pieces.
I tried 3 inch heavy channel
for the top and legs. Do you need
that? For my locomotive, yes. For
my cars, no. The bottom "rails" are
2 inch channel and a 300 pound car
does not sag the 2 inch channel.
However, I still am using 3 inch
channel for my new car and loco
stand on the top. When using three
inch channel for legs, the cross
pieces need to be four inch channel
if you want to have the legs fit
inside the cross pieces so that a
weld is not holding the weight.
If you use 2 inch channel
legs for 100 or 200 pound cars, you
can use 3 inch channel cross pieces.
Cutting the legs to the same length
is critical, I try to match these within 1/32 inch. Grind out any differences if you want a level car stand.
I hand hold a square to the
legs and weld the leg to the cross
piece. Once a 1 inch long weld is in
place, you can put down the square
and continue welding. I tied a six

inch overhang of the 3 inch channel
past the legs so that the ends can
reach over the end of my trailer.
Too much overhang and the stand
might tip when loading or unloading. You do not have to have an
overhang.
My welding is "farm basic"
and not close to a good hobby
welder. I use a stick welder, but a
wire feed welder is easier to use.
Because of my lack of skill in welding, I feel that I have to weld everywhere two pieces of steel meet.
That is part of the reason for my
design, a weld never holds the
weight. This design does not lend
itself to bolting together! My casters are welded to the bottom of the
bottom cross piece. Much faster
and easier than drilling 16 holes
and adding 16 bolts, which I have
done on my wood car stand, wood
grinder table, wood track panel jig,
and wood chop saw table.
The car stand shown has six
inch wheels that are polyurethane.
These take a set under weight, making it hard to start moving the car
stand after it sits for a month. The
car and loco stands built in
December 2006, have five inch
steel wheels that are two inches
wide. I use casters that swivel on
both ends. That is best for aligning
the car stand with the pickup to
transfer the car. These car stands
are used on concrete. If you
want to use on other surfaces,
consider using pneumatic tires
that can roll over uneven surfaces.
The diagonal brace is 2
inch channel that will take
both tension and compression.
You can use two steel straps,
for example 1/8 inch by 1
inch. These will only take tension, hence the use of two to
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form an x brace. That would be
cheaper, but I just like the two inch
channel diagonal brace. I left one
side open so I can get to the bottom
of the top car. In fact, placing a flat
car on the bottom gives me a good
place to lay down on the job.
Make sure the channel that
holds the cars is in gauge. I made
these to 7 and 9/16 inch gauge. If
you make a 1/16 inch mistake with
this, the gauge will still be ok. I find
that the 3 inch channel needs one
gauge piece in the center to hold the
gauge. The two inch channel needs
two gauge pieces to hold the gauge.
I use 2 inch angle iron for these
gauge pieces. The flange of the
wheel extends down about 1/8 inch,
so I put the gauge pieces down ¼
inch from the top of the channel
iron rails.
Why not use square or rectangular tubing? Because I cannot
weld well. I have welded 11 gauge
two inch square tubing and I have
not done well, burning through in
places. I weld better on channel
iron and angel iron, as long as it is
heavy wall material. And because I
do not weld well, the design does
not transfer weight through a weld.
The welds keep the steel pieces
square to each other.
I added a car stop, as shown
below, using 2 inch channel iron
and two bolts.
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The bolts are ¼ inch diame- end the four foot plate sits on a
ter and about 2 inches long. There piece of channel iron welded to the
are no nuts. The car stop lifts off end of the 3 inch channel iron that
when needed. This is not a great
system since the car rolls back and
forth from end to end. I now use a
clamp on the channel iron, clamped
right against the wheel as shown
below.
TRANSFER OF CAR FROM
CAR STAND TO TRUCK
I have a ¼ inch steel plate
12 inches wide and four feet long
that I got from Vance Nickerson. It
was not stiff enough for my locomotive. I added steel rail on one
side for stiffness and to match the
steel rail in my truck. But, how to
match the car or locomotive stand.
At one end the four foot
plate is attached to the rails in the
truck like any rail on a track, with
fish plates and bolts. On the other

for my locomotive stand with 1405
pound locomotive and 300 pound
flat car. This is one advantage of
overbuilding the car stand.
This article first appeared in Stack
Talk, the newsletter of the Houston
Area Live Steamers. We would like to
thank Rick, HALS and their editor,
Carolyn Balkum, for the information.

Reedley
Railfest
Oct. 13 and 14, 2007
Hillcrest & Wahtoke RR,
holds the car (or locomotive).
There is a hole in both where a bolt
is placed, and nut tightened. Now
the car (or locomotive) can ride
smoothly from truck to car stand
and the four foot plate cannot move
and does not flex badly under my
locomotive, and not at all under my
flat cars.
The steel car stand shown
above was made for my 1999 F350
and is 2 inches lower than the wood
stand shown above, that was made
to match the height of my 2005
F350. To make the transfer easy, I
use a floor jack and raise the steel
car stand to match heights.
The 4 inch channel iron
cross piece is strong enough to do
this for the two 300 pound cars and
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Come join the fun at the
Reedley Railfest! Along with
our usual locomotives, we will
have visiting engines from
Redwood Valley Rwy, Joshua
Tree & Southern, Glenwood,
Southpark & Pacific, the
California State Railroad
Museum and the Clayton and
Baypoint Railway. A county
HO club will be setting up
their modular display and you
can rent a 15” gauge engine.
Pumpkin Patch for the kids.
6943 S. Reed
Reedley, CA 93654

(559) 638-2762
hillcrestshops@aol.com
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NOW AVAILABLE
GRAND SCALES UNIVERSITY
Volume 1

Vol 2 & 3 Coming soon!

GRAND SCALES UNIVERSITY features informative seminars that are beneficial for the hobbiest and highly profitable for those with commercial operations. Much of the information found in these DVDs can not be
found anywhere else. And rarely will you find a group of experienced railroaders in one place, at one time, willing to share their valuable and vast knowledge with anyone who will listen. This truly is an educational course
in the building and running of Grand Scale railroads.
GRAND SCALES UNIVERSITY VOLUME 1
Laying Track —Sean Bautista
Shop Work –Ed Yungling
Railroad Insurance –Mike Deeble
Fluid Drive Systems –Paul Garin
Cagney Locomotives –Don Micheletti
GRAND SCALES UNIVERSITY VOLUME 2
Commercial Operations (Sonoma Traintown) –Robert Frank
History & Operation of the Swanton Pacific –Ed Carnegie
The Wabash Frisco & Pacific –Fred Kiesel
Boilers –Paul Boschan
Sheet Metal Forming –Jack Bodenmann
Switch Construction –Sean Bautista
GRAND SCALES UNIVERSITY VOLUME 3
The Redwood Valley Railway –Ellen Thomsen
Automatic Air Brakes –Sean Beautista
The Basic 0-4-0 –Chris Allen
The History of MTC –L. Andrew Jugle
Destroying Trains –Jack Sessums
Each two DVD set will have 4 to 5 hours of valuable instruction.

These GRAND SCALES UNIVERSITY seminars were presented at the Grand Scales Convention in
Reedley, California. Most of these seminars deal with grand scale railroads but the information is valuable to
all in the railroad hobby. Regardless if you build your own equipment, buy from vendors, operate a private or
a public enterprise, or are just an armchair hobbiest, you will be well educated and entertained by these DVDs.
Order your copies today by calling 530-527-0141 or see the order form on last page.
RIDING RAILWAYS NEWSLETTER
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ENGINES STOLEN
On Tuesday, September 11th, two Sandley engines were taken. The building they were in is being
torn down in Quincy,IL, and the equipment was outside. Engine # 127 is a 15” gauge 4-4-2
Atlantic. The tender was not taken. The other was a Sandley diesel locomotive. The owner has
filed a police report. Both engines are in bad shape. The crew at the Riverside & Great Northern
RR is helping to find the missing equipment. If you have any information regarding this equipment,
please forward it to mainline@sunset.net and we will send it to the R&GN crew.

DISCOVER LIVE STEAM 2007
PHOTO CONTEST
The Discover Live Steam Photo Contest is happening now! Submit your favorite photos by visiting
http://www.discoverlivesteam.com/photocontest/Photo_contest_rules.htm. Categories include:
Realistic Jim enjoys photos of trains that are hard to tell from the actual prototype.
People enjoying Live steam Jim has always liked photos of people (little kids and us bigger
kids) enjoying the hobby.
Kids in the Live Steam Hobby "Kids (up to 12 years of age) actively pursuing the Live
Steam/Diesel hobby".
Special Category 2007 "Evening/Night/Early Morning" Jim wants photos that show live
steam railroading in the lower light levels of the evening and early morning hours.

OCTOBER RAILROAD EVENTS
Oct 5-8
Oct 6
Oct 6-8
Oct 6-8
Oct 13-14
Oct 13-14
Oct 18-21
Oct 18-21
Oct 20-21
Oct 26-28
Oct 26-28
Oct 26-28

Train Mountain
Operations Meet
Chiloquin, Oregon
Chippewa Northwestern Railway Fall Steam Rush Meet
Goehner, NE
Quebec Model RR Soc.
Annual open house
Quebec City, Canada
Riverside & Great Northern Railway
55th Anniversary
Wisconsin Dells, WI
Scottsdale Live Steamers Fall Meet and RailfestScottsdale, Arizona
Reedley Railfest
Hillcrest & Wahtoke RR
Reedley, California
Maricopa Live Steamers Fall Meet
Phoenix, Arizona
Locomotive Operators of Central Oklahoma
First annual train meet McLoud, OK
Sacramento Valley Live Steamers Railroad Museum
Rancho Cordova, California
Big Boots & Western Railroad
Card Order & Party Meet
Belleview, Florida
Riverside Live Steamers
Fall Meet
Riverside California
Ridge Live Steamers Fall Meet
Dundee, Florida

Riding Railway Newsletter is published each month by Robinson &
Associates as a special service to
our paid subscribers of the Grand
Scales Quarterly and 7+RAILROADER magazines.
Robinson & Associates
PO Box 8953
Red Bluff, CA 96080 USA
530-527-0141

Fax: 530-527-0420
www.grandscales.com
www.7plusrailroader.com
Your submissions are always welcome, both for this electronic
newsletter and for our print publications. Please send information
to the address above or to
mainline@sunset.net.
The information is prepared with
the best efforts of the publisher
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and authors. The publisher makes
no warranty of any kind, express or
implied, regarding the information,
ideas, and suggestions found
herein.

Placements of advertisements in
this journal do not indicate the publisher’s endorsement of any particular product or service.

Advertisements are welcome. To
receive advertising information,
send an e-mail request to mainline@sunset.net.
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GIF T SHOP
NEW DVDs and More!

TR AIN MOUNTAIN
REVISITED
The 2006 TM Triennial was even larger and more spectacular
than in years past. This
program takes us back
to Train Mountain to
enjoy this world class
event. Surprise footage
features the world
record setting operations!
$29.95

RIDING R AILWA Y UNI VERSITY VOL 3
The Fine Art of Laying
Track –Mark Flitton
ABC’s of Tender
Building –Don Orr
Proposed North
American Safety
Standards –Quentin
Breen
Stability Problems &
Solutions –Bill Donovan
The Sum of Parts –Paul Lavacot
RGS 20 Project: Three Years Later
–Tom Artzberger
Boiler Inspection - Pat Durand
$39.95 (2 disk set - over 5
hours of instruction)

RIDING R AILWA Y
UNIVERSITY VOL 4
“Curves You Can
Bank On” –Glenn
Peterson
Steel Car Construction
–Paul Vernon
Machine Shop Tips
–Jim Boyer
Updated Operations at
TM –Russ Wood

Details Details –From On30 to 2.5”
Scale –Peter Moseley
Building a K-27 –Kevin Doe
How to Cripple Your Locomotive
–Cal Tinkham
$39.95 (2
disk set - over 5 hours of instruction)

TEXAS LIVE STEAM DVD
Come on y’all and
visit three of the nicest
7.5” gauge railroads in
the glorious state of
Texas! You’ll be
impressed with the
size and quality of
Nick Edward’s newly
built Wimberley
Blanco & Southern. You’ll learn about
large scale Operations at Roy Pickard’s
down-home Comanche & Indian Gap.
And you’ll really enjoy the welcoming
atmosphere at Terry McGrath’s
Annetta Valley & Western. A must for
Texans and for anyone interested in
seeing how live steam railroading
should be done.
$29.95

ful drive rods and steel
wheels. You'll enjoy the
dramatic scenery and
hearing the engineer
describe what it's like to
run a steam engine over a railroad he
has worked on for decades. And there is
no sound in the world like a lonesome
steam whistle echoing through the pine
trees.
DVD $19.95
Companion Audio CD $9.95

PACIFIC COAST
RR ROUND UP DVD
The Pacific Coast is a private railroad
on the Central
California coast. It is
opened to the public
only once each year, as
a fund raiser for the San
Luis Obispo Railway
Museum. This DVD
takes you aboard the
charming narrow gauge train. It features vintage steam engines (including
the one that was in the opening shots of
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman TV show
with Jane Seymour). The coaches are
genuine Disney coaches - the first
coaches to be used in service at
Disneyland. Great for railfans, narrow
gaugers, families, Disney enthusiasts
and anyone else who would just enjoy a
good show. Approx. 1 hour with bonus
features.
$19.95.

STEAM ON THE
MOUNTAIN DVD
There aren't many
places left where a
steam engine can be
seen working on the
very rails it did when it
was brand new. In
Steam on the Mountain
you'll see a 1914
Baldwin Mikado working the same
grades in the shadow of the same
mountain it saw over ninety years ago.
You'll ride in the cab with the engineer
and the fireman as they reign in the
power of a loud, bucking "iron horse".
You'll see close-up shots of the power-
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Bill To: ______________________________________

Ship To: ______________________________________

Address: _____________________________________
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City: ___________________ St. _____ Zip__________

City: ___________________ St. _____ Zip____________

Phone: __________________________ Ext. ________

Phone: _____________________________ Ext. _______

Robinson &
Associates
PO Box 8953
Red Bluff, CA 96080

E-Mail Address: _______________________________

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Please charge my: [ ] Visa
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[ ] Discover Card

[ ] Check enclosed

Credit Card #:______________________________________________ Exp. Date:_________________
Name on Card:_____________________________________________ 3 dig. security code:_________
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Grand Scales Unviversity
Vol. 1 DVDs NEW!

____ 50.00

Grand Scales Unviversity
Vol. 2 DVDs NEW!

____ 50.00

Grand Scales Unviversity
Vol. 3 DVDs NEW!
Engineering Handbook

Fax: 530-527-0420

$___________
Steam on the Mountain DVD

____ 19.95

$___________

$___________

Steam on the Mountain
Audio CD

____

$___________

____ 50.00

$___________

Pacific Coast
Railroad Round Up DVD

____ 19.95

____ 12.00

$___________

How to Fire A Steam
Locomotive, Vol 1 DVD

____

19.95

$___________

Civil Engineering/ Outdoor RRs____ 23.95

$___________
19.95

$___________

____ 29.95

$___________

How to Fire A Steam
Locomotive, Vol 21 DVD

____

Train Mountain REVISITED
2006 DVD NEW!
Train Mountain Triennial
2003 DVD

____ 29.95

$___________

Little Railways of the World
Book - Frederic Shaw

____

30.00

$___________

Riding Railway University,
Vol. 3 DVDs NEW!

____

39.95

$___________

Saga of the Overfair
Railway Pacifics book

____

9.00

$___________

Riding Railway University,
Vol 4 DVDs NEW!

____ 39.95

$___________

Collectible Pin - GSQ

____

5.00

$___________

Collectible Pin - 7+RR

____

5.00

$___________

Riding Railway University,
Vol. 1 DVDs

____ 39.95

$___________

Maroon mug - GSQ logo

____

5.00

$___________

Riding Railway University,
Vol. 2 DVDs

____ 39.95

$___________

RENEW my US sub to
____
Grand Scales Quarterly magazine

25.00

$___________

Texas Live Steam DVD

____ 29.95

$___________

Renew my US sub to the
____
7+RAILROADER magazine

22.00

$___________

Big Little Railways
Continued DVD

____ 29.95

$___________

International Sub to the
____
Grand Scales Quarterly magazine

35.00

$___________

The Magic of Grand Scale
Railroading DVD

____ 29.95

$___________

International sub to the
7+RAILROADER magazine

32.00

$___________

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
$5 for one or two items
$8.50 for 3 or more items
(No s/h charge for subscriptions)
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____

9.95

$___________

Sub Total
Ca. Sales Tax (7.25%)
Shipping

$__________
$__________
$__________

TOTAL

$__________
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